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Cost of Capital 2008-02-25 in this long awaited third edition of cost of capital applications and
examples renowned valuation experts and authors shannon pratt and roger grabowski address the
most controversial issues and problems in estimating the cost of capital this authoritative book
makes a timely and significant contribution to the business valuation body of knowledge and is an
essential part of the expert s library
The Real Cost of Capital 2012-12-27 this book is required reading for anyone involved in the practical
issues of cost of capital decisions it is written in a way that engages the novice and yet challenges
the professional to rethink the real issues brendan scholey bloomberg the cost of capital is the
fundamental financial tool for business decision making it drives measures of value creation and
destruction and forms the basis of financial analysis using cash flow and other frameworks this book
is here to help the business world to use the cost of capital for real the real cost of capital describes
the key issues in understanding and using the cost of capital today taking principles from the world
of managerial finance and putting them into the context of major investment decisions should for
example a company use its own cost of capital to appraise new investments and acquisitions what
cost of capital might a us company use when appraising an investment in say the philippines for a
typical investment which type of risk is more important specific risk or systematic risk how should
these risks be reflected in say a venture capital situation debt is cheaper than equity so why don t
companies raise more debt than they do most practitioners use the weighted average cost of capital
wacc in valuation and appraisal but when should an alternative approach be used this book will help
you find the answers the real cost of capital is required reading for anyone involved in the practical
issues of cost of capital decisions it brings together the latest academic thinking with practical
requirements in a real life context and the authors have used their combined experience of advising
governments and international blue chip companies to bring readers up to date with current issues
the real cost of capital includes chapters on choosing models calculating the cost of capital using
real life data sources and calculating the cost of capital in an international context a subject not
usually covered in academic texts it also has chapters and worked examples on the practical
application of the cost of capital in business valuations high tech situations and the wide range of
premia and discounts that can be applied to the cost of capital the book has an associated website
costofcapital net which contains some current links the site also gives access to tax rate information
and financial data relevant to using cost of capital around the world the objective is to make sure
that the corporate planner student adviser or decision maker when she he is on the road can simply
open the book or dial in and take advantage of a wealth of decision making support without the pain
of extended academic study
Cost of Capital 2010-11-04 praise for cost of capital fourth edition this book is the most incisive and
exhaustive treatment of this critical subject to date from the foreword by stephen p lamb esq partner
paul weiss rifkind wharton garrison llp and former vice chancellor delaware court of chancery cost of
capital fourth edition treats both the theory and the practical applications from the view of corporate
management and investors it contains in depth guidance to assist corporate executives and their
staffs in estimating cost of capital like no other book does this book will serve corporate practitioners
as a comprehensive reference book on this challenging topic in these most challenging economic
times robert l parkinson jr chairman and chief executive office baxter international inc and former
dean school of business administration and graduate school of business loyola university of chicago
shannon pratt and roger grabowski have consolidated information on both the theoretical framework
and the practical applications needed by corporate executives and their staffs in estimating cost of
capital in these ever changing economic times it provides guidance to assist corporate practitioners
from the corporate management point of view for example the discussions on measuring debt
capacity is especially timely in this changing credit market environment the book serves corporate
practitioners as a solid reference franco baseotto executive vice president chief financial officer and
treasurer foster wheeler ag when computing the cost of capital for a firm it can be fairly said that for
every rule there are a hundred exceptions shannon pratt and roger grabowski should be credited
with not only defining the basic rules that govern the computation of the cost of capital but also a
road map to navigate through the hundreds of exceptions this belongs in every practitioner s
collection of must have valuation books aswath damodaran professor stern school of business new
york university pratt and grabowski have done it again just when you thought they couldn t possibly
do a better job they did cost of capital fourth edition is a terrific resource it is without a doubt the
most comprehensive book on this subject today what really distinguishes this book from other such
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texts is the fact that it is easy to read no small feat given the exhaustive and detailed research and
complicated subject matter this book makes you think hard about all the alternative views out there
and helps move the valuation profession forward james r hitchner cpa abv cff asa managing director
financial valuation advisors ceo valuation products and services editor in chief financial valuation
and litigation expert and president financial consulting group the fourth edition of cost of capital
continues to be a one stop shop for background and current thinking on the development and uses
of rates of return on capital while it will have an appeal for a wide variety of constituents it should
serve as required reading and as a reference volume for students of finance and practitioners of
business valuation readers will continue to find the volume to be a solid foundation for continued
debate and research on the topic for many years to come anthony v aaron americas leader quality
and risk management ernst young transaction advisory services
Cost of Capital, + Website 2014-04-21 a one stop shop for background and current thinking on
the development and uses of rates of return on capital completely revised for this highly anticipated
fifth edition cost of capital contains expanded materials on estimating the basic building blocks of
the cost of equity capital the risk free rate and equity risk premium there is also discussion of the
volatility created by the financial crisis in 2008 the subsequent recession and uncertain recovery and
how those events have fundamentally changed how we need to interpret the inputs to the models
we use to develop these estimates the book includes new case studies providing comprehensive
discussion of cost of capital estimates for valuing a business and damages calculations for small and
medium sized businesses cross referenced to the chapters covering the theory and data addresses
equity risk premium and the risk free rate including the impact of federal reserve actions explores
how to use morningstar s ibbotson and duff phelps risk premium report data discusses the global
cost of capital estimation including a new size study of european countries cost of capital fifth edition
puts an emphasis on practical application to that end this updated edition provides readers with
exclusive access to a companion website filled with supplementary materials allowing you to
continue to learn in a hands on fashion long after closing the book
The Cost of Capital 1976 in 1958 an academic paper on corporate finance written by two
professors merton miller and frances modigliani who were later awarded the nobel prize for their
research efforts was published in the american economic review one prime conclusion of their paper
was that the exact form of a firm s capital structure did not affect the firm s value later papers by the
same two authors and by many others modified the assumptions and changed this conclusion we
now think that capital structure decisions do affect a firm s value and corporate managers should
understand better the financing alternatives that are available one of the most important financial
decisions is the decision to buy or lease assets the leasing industry is large and getting larger
unfortunately it is very easy for a firm to evaluate incorrectly lease alternatives see chapter 12 the
capital structure decision is one of the three most important financial decisions that management
make the distribution of earnings and the capital budgeting decisions are the other two contenders
managers should increase their understanding of capital structure alternatives and remember that
choosing the best capital structure is an art and not an exact simple calculation but applying the art
can be improved with understanding
COST OF CAPITAL (A FINANCIAL TOOL TO CREATE AND MAXIMIZE SHAREHOLDER VALUE)
2012-12-06 praise for fourth edition of cost of capital workbook and technical supplement pratt and
grabowski went the extra mile to supplement their magnum opus by providing this workbook and
technical supplement as a finance professor for many years i know from experience that students
and teachers really value supplements to textbooks it allows the teacher to help the student to
review and apply what was presented in the text and the powerpoints are a great service to teachers
in course preparation the website provides various worksheets that show the inner workings of the
models i enthusiastically recommend the workbook and technical supplement to finance professors
and teachers and their students daniel l mcconaughy phd asa professor of finance california state
university northridge valuation services crowe horwath llp the workbook and technical supplement
provides a detailed tutorial on understanding and executing the theoretical concepts explained in
the fourth edition this supplement is three books in one part one is a step by step tutorial on
estimating certain key components of the cost of equity capital part two provides a bridge between
the theory and some practical applications such as estimating the cost of capital for real property
parts three and four allow the readers to test their comprehension of the concepts and identify areas
for a review it is almost as good as having professors pratt and grabowski looking over your shoulder
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to ensure that one is both comprehending and correctly implementing the complex concepts ashok
abbott phd associate professor of finance college of business economics west virginia university this
text provides the most comprehensive coverage of cost of capital issues that i have seen to date
messrs pratt and grabowski have created a very accessible and lucid treatment of what most would
consider an opaque subject the fourth edition is especially important for its new topics as well as
expanded coverage of concepts from earlier editions of particular interest is the review of the
extreme market conditions during the 2008 2009 crisis and the effect that the unprecedented
volatility had on traditional cost of capital models for years pratt and grabowski s research has
informed the business valuation curriculum of the american society of appraisers this book will be
added to our reading list and thousands of students worldwide will benefit from the state of the art
content of the fourth edition and the companion workbook and technical supplement furthermore
cost of capital fourth edition should be a mandatory part of every valuation practitioner s library if
you buy this book you can expect it to become well worn and remain on your desk within arm s
length until the publication of the fifth edition john barton asa cpa chairman business valuation
committee asa cost of capital is so much more complex than it used to be with so many additional
considerations regarding each variable of the cost of capital formula this book is a must for anyone
that needs to understand or develop a discount rate even the most experienced practitioner will
benefit from the outstanding work of pratt and grabowski this book has to become part of your
library gary r trugman cpa abv mcba asa mvs president trugman valuation associates inc
The Capital Structure Decision 2010-10-26 the relationship between risk return and the cost of
capital is contextualized by relating it to the needs of investors and borrowers the historical evidence
and theories of choice and behavior the text spans financial theory its empirical tests and
applications to real world financial problems while keeping an entertaining easy to read style
Cost of Capital 2010-12-14 knowledge about the magnitude of the cost of capital invested in an
asset and its determinants is essential for the analysis of corporate investment decisions and for
assessing profitability this book provides a clear conceptual understanding of the cost of capital the
characteristics of an asset that influence it and a critical comprehensive and up to date evaluation of
practical means for estimating its magnitude it is intended primarily for use by professional
managers but will also be valuable to future managers in advanced capital budgeting courses the
focus of the discussion is on estimation methods that are theoretically sound and consistent with a
corporate goal of value creation three methods are analyzed in depth the discounted cash flow
model the capital asset pricing model and arbitrage pricing theory for each method the basic theory
is set out in a nontechnical manner and empirical evidence in support of the model is critically
reviewed the bulk of the discussion then focuses on practical means for implementing the methods
for decision making purposes later chapters focus on the effects of the debt supporting
characteristics of assets on the valuation of options embedded in securities and on the estimation of
the cost of capital for evaluating international investments the final chapter discusses certain
aspects of the use of cost of capital in public utility regulation care is taken to separate out key
issues from more peripheral material through a comprehensive set of supplementary notes
The Cost of Capital 1995-04-30 the cost of capital lies at the heart of corporate finance where the
individual costs of the firm s sources of finance are evaluated to be able to assess the cost of capital
is vital to your company s strategic plan this briefing provides you with the means to do so
The Cost of Capital 2002 written for financial directors planners managers and analysts as well as for
those who study finance issues this work successfully addresses the concerns of financial
practitioners
Assessing the Cost of Capital 1965 essay from the year 2019 in the subject business economics
investment and finance grade 65 uk grading system oxford university language english abstract the
following paper examines the cost of capital for the 2007 fiscal year for both the overall company
and each division individually the wacc method yields estimate for the firm s cost of capital of 8 17
whilst divisional estimates are as follows e p 8 15 r m 9 03 petchem 6 89 this is relatively lower in
comparison to companies such as bp 11 in 2007 10 in 2006 bp plc 2007 annual report and accounts
p58 but in line with with 2019 data on the integrated oil gas industry 8 57 as per damodaran 2019
midland energy resources mer or midland is an integrated oil gas company with operations
comprising exploration and production e p or upstream refining and marketing r m and
petrochemicals petchem operating revenue and income for 2006 was 248 5bn e p 22 4bn r m 203
0bn petchem 23 2bn and 42 2bn respectively as part of its annual review process the company
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estimates its cost of capital the paper is based on a harvard business school case study
Investment Decisions and Capital Costs 1971 disk contains cost of capital software system
Cost of Capital 1974 the cost of capital concept is widely used in business decision making the
current theory and estimates for measurement of cost of capital are derived from the seminal
modigliani miller analyses this book generalizes this framework to include non debt tax shields e g
depreciation and default considerations it develops several new results and shows how better cost of
capital and marginal tax rate estimates can be generated the unified cost of capital theory presented
in the book is illustrated graphically and with comprehensive numerical examples this book will be of
great interest to practicing managers academics governmental agencies and private companies that
generate cost of capital estimates for public consumption
The Cost of Capital to a Public Utility 1994 an authoritative text on cost of capital for both the
nonprofessional and the valuation expert now revised and expanded in endeavoring to practice
sound corporate finance there is perhaps nothing so critical nor slippery as cost of capital estimation
the second edition of cost of capital estimation and applications combines a state of the art treatise
on cost of capital estimation with an accessible introduction for the nonprofessional this
comprehensive yet usable guide begins with an exposition of basic concepts understandable to the
lay person and proceeds gradually from simple applications to the more complex procedures
commonly found in the marketplace new features of the revised and expanded second edition
include chapters on economic value added eva and reconciling cost of capital in the income
approach with valuation multiples in the market approach as well as expanded coverage of cost of
capital in the courts and handling discounts for marketability cost of capital remains an
incomparable resource for all parties interested in effective business valuation
The Search for Value 2020-08-20 ensure that you re using the most up to date data available buy
the 2017 valuation handbook u s guide to cost of capital quarterly pdf updates together the new
industry standard in business valuation reference materials 2017 valuation handbook u s guide to
cost of capital provides the key annual valuation data previously published in i the now discontinued
morningstar ibbotson sbbi valuation yearbook discontinued in 2013 and ii the duff phelps risk
premium report study no longer published as a stand alone publication the size premia data
previously published in the sbbi valuation yearbook is referred to as the crsp deciles size premia
exhibits in the new 2017 valuation handbook u s guide to cost of capital while the size and risk
premia data published in the duff phelps risk premium report study has been published annually
since 1996 and like the former sbbi valuation yearbook provides data and methodology that can be
used to develop cost of equity capital estimates using i the build up method and ii the capital asset
pricing model capm the 2017 valuation handbook u s guide to cost of capital includes data through
december 31 2016 and is intended to be used for 2017 valuation dates for more information about
duff phelps valuation data resources published by wiley please visit wiley com go
valuationhandbooks also available 2017 valuation handbook u s industry cost of capital 2017
valuation handbook international guide to cost of capital 2017 valuation handbook international
industry cost of capital key features key cost of capital inputs the 2017 valuation handbook u s guide
to cost of capital provides the key inputs needed for developing the cost of equity capital i e discount
rate for use in estimating the value of a subject business business ownership interest security or
intangible asset inputs provided include equity risk premia size premia risk premia over the risk free
rate full information industry betas industry risk premia and the risk free rate discussion of topics
that come up most when performing valuation analysis the 2017 valuation handbook u s guide to
cost of capital includes straightforward discussions about i valuation theory ii the differences
between the various cost of capital estimation models build up capm fama french iii understanding
the basic building blocks of cost of equity capital the risk free rate the equity risk premium the size
premium beta the industry risk premium the company specific risk premium iv whether to normalize
risk free rates or not v a detailed comparison of the crsp deciles size premia study the former sbbi
valuation yearbook data and the risk premium report study and more easy to follow examples the
2017 valuation handbook u s guide to cost of capital is packed with easy to understand examples for
properly using the data to develop levered unlevered and even high financial risk cost of equity
capital estimates using various build up methods and capm
The Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC) Method For The 2007 Fiscal Year For
Midland Energy Resources. Summary And Explanation 1999 the ending of the decade of the
seventies and the dawning of the eighties can be characterized as a period of great uncertainty with
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prospects for economic political instability high inflation and fluctuating exchange rates in the de
veloped western world have served to strengthen the forces of disequilibrium in the fmancial
markets leading to an investment situation with several unusual but significant factors capital
spending by business leading to the creation of new jobs has not been reduced substantially during
this period of uncertainty as happened in similar periods in the past this is shown in part by the
continuing low unemployment rates in evidence during the period which are in contradic tion to the
trend exhibited in similar past periods the expanding financing re quirements resulting from high
price inflation have led to an increase in the capital intensity of firms and thus to enhanced
sensitivity of their income streams to economic fluctuations at the same time the record high
interest rates that companies have had to pay to acquire this inflated amount of capital have caused
a deterioration in the safety or quality indica tors by which the creditworthiness of the firms is judged
these developments tend to increase vii viii introduction the stakes involved in business decision
making one important repercussion of this is that greater attention is now being focused on
improving the quality of investment decisions
Determining Cost of Capital 2007 cost of capital is very important to both the users of funds and the
providers of funds it is used by investors to determine the viability and profitability of their
investments many investors and borrowers of funds do not know much about cost of capital this is
the reason this book has been written to demystify and explain clearly cost of capital
A Theory of the Firm's Cost of Capital 2003-02-28 this book explores the relationship between
capital structure and cost of capital barges delves into key concepts that help explain how a
company s financing choices affect its overall cost of capital whether you are an investor corporate
finance professional or student this book is an essential read for understanding the intricacies of
capital structure this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of
the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states
of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute
this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars
believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank
you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
Cost of Capital 2017-04-10 employment of capital in the production its generation into cost and its
subsequent recovery through recovery of cost involves a time lag in the process the owner of capital
is paid a price known as cost of capital as compensation of such deprivation of fund for the said time
lag hence from the corporate perspective funds should be procured from the source that minimizes
cost of capital in this context while reviewing the existing and conventional methods of finding out
cost of capital we find certain drawbacks and loopholes in those models in this backdrop the general
objective of this book cost of capital redefined is to evaluate the capital structure of some selected
listed non banking and non finance companies in the indian private sector by determining the cost of
capital by means of a new model eor developed on the basis of outflow of funds for maintaining
capital this study is a pointer to the need of taking a fresh look on the part of the companies for
determining the favourable source from which the required capital should be procured
2017 Valuation Handbook - U.S. Guide to Cost of Capital 2004 a thorough exposition of the
theory relating to the cost of capital
Real Cost of Capital 2012-12-06 the new standard source of international cost of capital analysis the
2015 international valuation handbook guide to cost of capital provides data and methodology
guidance that will enable the reader to assess risk and develop cost of capital estimates on a global
scale coupled with data exhibits that provide country level country risk premia crps relative volatility
rv factors and equity risk premia erps the data exhibits can be used to estimate country level cost of
equity capital globally for up to 188 countries from the perspective of investors based in up to 55
different countries don t forget the semi annual update the hardcover 2015 international valuation
handbook guide to cost of capital includes international cost of capital data updated december 2014
and march 2015 this critical analysis is updated in a semi annual update with data through june and
september 2015 for a full year s coverage ensure that you are using the most up to date
international cost of capital data and information available add the semi annual update and keep
your data library current for more information about duff phelps valuation data resources published
by wiley please visit wiley com go valuationhandbooks also available 2015 international valuation
handbook industry cost of capital 2015 valuation handbook guide to cost of capital 2015 valuation
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handbook industry cost of capital key features country level country risk premia crps for up to 188
countries the 2015 international valuation handbook guide to cost of capital provides country level
country risk premia for up to 188 countries globally from the perspective of investors based in up to
55 different countries crps are estimated using the following models i country credit rating model
and ii country yield spread model relative volatility rv factors for up to 69 countries the 2015
international valuation handbook guide to cost of capital provides country level relative volatility
factors for up to 69 countries from the perspective of investors in the u s and germany relative
volatility factors are estimated using the relative standard deviation model equity risk premia erps
for 18 countries based in usd and local currency the 2015 international valuation handbook guide to
cost of capital provides long horizon and short horizon erp data in usd and local currencies additional
erp resources include pablo fernandez survey of erps for a variety of counties depending on the
estimation model being employed and data availability some models do not include estimates for all
countries the semi annual update is i optional and ii not sold separately the semi annual update is
delivered in pdf format only
Risk, Capital Costs, and Project Financing Decisions 2015-08-11 the search for value provides
comprehensive techniques models for determining the cost for a project division or company
addressing discounted cash flow analysis flotation costs long term projects issues of regulated
companies international projects situations when traditional cash flow analyses are not appropriate
each principle is illustrated by step by step examples each chapter features an extensive
bibliography the search for value launches the harvard business school press publication of the
financial management association survey synthesis series which bridges the gap between academic
research practice in finance
Cost of Capital 2012-04 this monograph is devoted to the modern theory of capital cost and capital
structure and its application to the real economy in particular it presents a possible explanation to
the causes of global financial crisis the authors of the book modify the theory of nobel prize winners
modigliani and miller to describe an alternative theory of capital cost and capital structure that can
be applied to corporations with arbitrary lifetime and investment projects with arbitrary duration the
authors illustrate their theory with examples from corporate practice and develop investment models
that can be applied by companies in their financial operations
The Effect Of Capital Structure On The Cost Of Capital 2023-07-18 the valuation handbook u s guide
to cost of capital 2009 essentials edition includes two sets of valuation data data previously
published in the 2009 duff phelps risk premium report data previously published in the morningstar
ibbotson 2009 stocks bonds bills and inflation sbbi valuation yearbook the valuation handbook 2009
u s essentials edition includes data through december 31 2008 and is intended to be used for 2009
valuation dates the valuation handbook u s guide to cost of capital essentials editions are designed
to function as historical archives of the two sets of valuation data previously published annually in
the morningstar ibbotson stocks bonds bills and inflation sbbi valuation yearbook from 1999 through
2013 the duff phelps risk premium report from 1999 through 2013 the duff phelps valuation
handbook u s guide to cost of capital from 2014 the valuation handbook u s essentials editions are
ideal for valuation analysts needing historical valuation data for use in the preparation of carve out
historical financial statements in cases where historical goodwill impairment testing is necessary
valuing legal entities as of vintage date for tax litigation related to a prior corporate restructuring tax
litigation related to historical transfer pricing policies etc the valuation handbook u s essentials
editions are also designed to serve the needs of corporate finance officers for pricing or evaluating
mergers and acquisitions raising private or public equity property taxation and stakeholder disputes
corporate officers for the evaluation of investments for capital budgeting decisions investment
bankers for pricing public offerings mergers and acquisitions and private equity financing cpas who
deal with either valuation for financial reporting or client valuations issues judges and attorneys who
deal with valuation issues in mergers and acquisitions shareholder and partner disputes damage
cases solvency cases bankruptcy reorganizations property taxes rate setting transfer pricing and
financial reporting for more information about duff phelps valuation data resources published by
wiley please visit wiley com go valuationhandbooks
Effect of Capital Structure on the Cost of Capital 2012-07 the new standard source of industry level
analysis the 2015 valuation handbook industry cost of capital includes cost of capital estimates
equity capital debt capital and weighted average cost of capital or wacc for over 200 u s industries
plus a host of detailed statistics that can be used for benchmarking purposes don t forget the
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quarterly updates the hardcover 2015 valuation handbook industry cost of capital includes u s
industry data updated through march 2015 this critical analysis is updated quarterly with data
through june september and december ensure that you are using the most up to date data and
information available add the quarterly updates and keep your data library current for more
information about duff phelps valuation data resources published by wiley please visit wiley com go
valuationhandbooks also available 2015 valuation handbook guide to cost of capital 2015
international valuation handbook guide to cost of capital 2015 international valuation handbook
industry cost of capital key features over 200 u s industries analyzed the 2015 valuation handbook
industry cost of capital provides comprehensive detailed industry level analyses that can be used for
benchmarking purposes over 200 u s industries organized by standard industrial classification sic
code are presented up to 8 separate cost of equity and wacc estimates plus cost of debt by industry
the 2015 valuation handbook industry cost of capital provides cost of equity capital and wacc
estimates for each industry using multiple estimation models various build up models capm capm
adjusted for size 1 stage and 3 stage discounted cash flow dcf models and fama french multi factor
model cost of debt is also estimated for each industry industry and peer group betas the 2015
valuation handbook industry cost of capital provides levered and unlevered beta estimates for each
industry e g ordinary least squares ols beta sum beta downside beta etc plus peer group betas
adjusted to the industry average based upon statistical quality additional industry statistics the 2015
valuation handbook industry cost of capital provides detailed statistics for sales market capitalization
capital structure valuation trading multiples financial and profitability ratios equity returns aggregate
forward looking earnings per share eps growth rates and more analysis of off balance sheet debt the
2015 valuation handbook industry cost of capital includes a separate analysis of off balance sheet
debt by industry capitalized operating leases and unfunded pension liabilities analysis of high
financial risk companies the 2015 valuation handbook industry cost of capital includes a separate
analysis of high financial risk companies by industry quarterly updates are i optional and ii not sold
separately quarterly updates are delivered in pdf format only
Cost of Capital - Redefined 2005-03-17 austrian controller award 2005 this book develops a
comprehensive concept of regulatory risk integrating existing theoretical and empirical research the
focus is on explaining how the design of the regulatory system influences the risk of a rate regulated
firm as well as on elaborating appropriate methods for the determination of the regulatory rate base
and the allowed rate of return regarding the regulatory rate base the question of whether market
value of capital or book value of assets should be employed and the choice of the depreciation
scheme are at the center of the discussion specific methodical issues concerning cost of capital
assessment for rate regulated firms are analyzed i e the circularity of rate regulation the sharing of
risks between capital owners and rate payers the length of the regulatory review period the
regulation of the capital structure as well as the conversion of a post tax to pre tax weighted average
cost of capital
The Cost of Capital 2015-06-04 the most recent cost of capital data for approximately 180 u s
industries identified by standard industrial classification sic code the 2016 valuation handbook
industry cost of capital provides valuation professionals with the same type of rigorous industry level
analysis previously published in the green cover morningstar ibbotson cost of capital yearbook now
discontinued using the most recent up to date data is critical the 2016 valuation handbook industry
cost of capital provides up to date data as it is updated annually with data through march and
includes three intra year quarterly updates june september and december quarterly updates are i
optional and ii not sold separately the new 2016 edition of the book is updated with data through
march 31 2016 the prior 2014 and 2015 editions are also available with data through march 31 2014
and march 31 2015 respectively the 2016 valuation handbook industry cost of capital provides up to
eight 8 cost of equity capital and weighted average cost of capital wacc estimates for each of the u s
industries covered in the book plus capital structure valuation trading multiples sales market
capitalization capital structure several levered and unlevered beta estimates e g ordinary least
squares ols beta sum beta downside beta etc financial and profitability ratios equity returns
aggregate forward looking earnings per share eps growth rates and more for more information about
duff phelps valuation data resources published by wiley please visit wiley com go
valuationhandbooks also available 2016 valuation handbook guide to cost of capital 2016
international valuation handbook guide to cost of capital 2016 international valuation handbook
industry cost of capital key features access cost of capital estimates and betas for approximately
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180 u s industries reference industry level valuation multiples growth rates sales capital structure
profitability ratios plus statistics that enable the user to gauge the impact of debt like off balance
sheet items on the capital structure of the subject industry use the information in this book to i
benchmark ii augment and iii provide additional support for your own custom analyses of the
industry in which a subject business business ownership interest security or intangible asset resides
ensure that you are using the most up to date information available by adding the intra year
quarterly updates
2015 International Valuation Handbook - Guide to Cost of Capital 1994-01-01 praise for fourth edition
of cost of capital workbook and technical supplementpratt and grabowski went the extra mile to
supplement their magnum opus by providing this workbook and technical supplement as a finance
professor for many years i know from experience that students and teachers really value
supplements to textbooks it allows the teacher to help the student to review and apply what was
presented in the text and the powerpoints are a great service to teachers in course preparation the
website provides various worksheets that show the inner workings of the models i enthusiastically
recommend the workbook and technical supplement to finance professors and teachers and their
students daniel l mcconaughy phd asa professor of finance california state university northridge
valuation services crowe horwath llpthe workbook and technical supplement provides a detailed
tutorial on understanding and executing the theoretical concepts explained in the fourth edition this
supplement is three books in one part one is a step by step tutorial on estimating certain key
components of the cost of equity capital part two provides a bridge between the theory and some
practical applications such as estimating the cost of capital for real property parts three and four
allow the readers to test their comprehension of the concepts and identify areas for a review it is
almost as good as having professors pratt and grabowski looking over your shoulder to ensure that
one is both comprehending and correctly implementing the complex concepts ashok abbott phd
associate professor of finance college of business economics west virginia universitythis text
provides the most comprehensive coverage of cost of capital issues that i have seen to date messrs
pratt and grabowski have created a very accessible and lucid treatment of what most would consider
an opaque subject the fourth edition is especially important for its new topics as well as expanded
coverage of concepts from earlier editions of particular interest is the review of the extreme market
conditions during the 2008 2009 crisis and the effect that the unprecedented volatility had on
traditional cost of capital models for years pratt and grabowski s research has informed the business
valuation curriculum of the american society of appraisers this book will be added to our reading list
and thousands of students worldwide will benefit from the state of the art content of the fourth
edition and the companion workbook and technical supplement furthermore cost of capital fourth
edition should be a mandatory part of every valuation practitioner s library if you buy this book you
can expect it to become well worn and remain on your desk within arm s length until the publication
of the fifth edition john barton asa cpa chairman business valuation committee asacost of capital is
so much more complex than it used to be with so many additional considerations regarding each
variable of the cost of capital formula this book is a must for anyone that needs to understand or
develop a discount rate even the most experienced practitioner will benefit from the outstanding
work of pratt and grabowski this book has to become part of your library gary r trugman cpa abv
mcba asa mvs president trugman valuation associates inc
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